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Cash is King (Not Elvis). You've probably heard it before, cash is the life‐blood of any business and
without it survival is very unlikely (duh). So, if cash is the life‐blood of a business, cash flow is the
circulation of the blood throughout the system. Circulation involves both cash flowing in and out of the
business. However, just because blood circulates through the body does not ensure good blood
pressure. The same is true of cash in a business. Simply generating sales revenue does not ensure that
the business is profitable. The cash conversion cycle is one of the most important metrics that a
business owner should calculate when conducting a cash flow analysis of a company. All other things
held equal, it is better to have a shorter cash conversion cycle rather than a longer one. It is a measure
of your company's liquidity, but also much more than that.
Put simply, the cash conversion cycle is the number of days negotiated financing is needed to support
the operating cycle of a business. A business’s operating cycle is simply the number of days its goods are
tied up in inventory plus the number of days its sales are tied up in receivables. A third factor in the
equation is how long it takes the company to pay its vendors. The cash conversion cycle then is a
measure of how efficiently a company operates. But more importantly, it’s a measure of cash creation
efficiency in the business. I’ll discuss the three factors in a little detail, but first, the calculation:
Days Sales Outstanding
+ Days Inventory Outstanding
‐ Days Payables Outstanding
= Cash Conversion Cycle
Calculating the cash conversion cycle, sometimes called the asset conversion cycle, tells you a lot more
about ability to pay than the quick or current ratio. Using the average number of day’s inventory,
receivables and payables are tied up gives clear meaning that is easy to understand. By using the
average days method, the how do I make improvements to my process question, is also easily answered
by most managers. Simply put, you don’t have to be a CPA to understand how the measure works and
how to use it to improve your business.
The cash conversion cycle simply indicates the amount of time, in days, it takes the firm to convert its
activities requiring cash back into cash. The period or cycle varies by industry and the individual
company. But, as with most ratio analysis, it’s important to view the cash conversion cycle in a trend. A
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downward trend is positive, indicating that the operating cycle is shortening, while an upward trend is
negative, indicating that the cycle is lengthening, that is tying up cash for a longer period.
A graphical depiction of the metric can be useful in understanding how it works:

<‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ The Operating Cycle ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐>
Days Inventory Outstanding

Days Sales Outstanding
Cash Conversion Cycle

Days Payables Oustanding

<‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ? Days ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐>
Inventory Days, or Days Inventory Outstanding (DIO), measures how quickly inventory flows through the
company from purchase to sale. It’s one of the efficiency ratios for a reason; it is an excellent measure of
how efficiently a company is managing its inventory. The trade‐off comes in deciding how little cash is
tied up in inventory while still meeting the needs of the customer. You want to make sure everyday
items are on hand every day. With items purchased once a year or less, maybe the customer should
expect to wait a few days. This is as much about managing your inventory assets as it is managing your
customer expectations. The calculation is:
Days Inventory = Ending Inventory ÷ (Cost of Goods Sold ÷ 365)
Receivable Days, or Days Sales Outstanding (DSO), is a measure of how many days it takes to collect the
cash from sales. Generally, the greater number of days outstanding, the greater the probability of
delinquencies in accounts receivable. A comparison of a company’s daily receivables may indicate the
extent of a company’s control over credit & collections. The terms offered by a company to its
customers, however may differ from terms within the industry and should be taken into consideration.
The calculation is:
Days Sales Outstanding = Ending A/R ÷ (Revenue ÷ 365)
Payable Days, or Days Payable Outstanding (DPO), is the average numbers of days it takes a company to
pay its vendor invoices. The higher the DPO, the more cash a company keeps on hand, but the less
happy its vendors are likely to be. The calculation is:
Days Payables Outstanding = Ending A/P ÷ (Cost of Goods Sold ÷ 365)
While the inventory days and receivable days are a function of your company’s general operational
efficiency, the Payable Days are completely under management control, to the extent that cash is
available to make or not make payments. To this extent, a company can manipulate the metric with
relative ease. However, it must consider the value of the vendor relationships and their contribution to
an efficient and effectively run business. You may depend on vendor support for sales initiatives or
marketing efforts. If you are ‘abusing’ your vendors by delaying payment of their invoices, how willing
will they be in participating in your success? Most vendors will give a customer support far in excess of
the value they bring by paying quickly. They do this because of the reduced risk of dealing with your
company, especially if your company is a big customer. A big, slow‐paying customer is a huge risk to a
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company and requires lots of attention internally. How willing are they going to be to increase their
credit exposure with you if they just spent the last half hour discussing how scared they are of your
going out of business? How a business leverages its vendors to receive the maximum value from the
relationship is a tricky relationship, and not one to be taken lightly.

Conclusion
There is no magical solution to managing cash flow other than to "just do it." However, understanding
the cash conversion cycle of your business gives you a simple, yet effective tool to understand ways in
which you can better manage your cash. Businesses quickly learn that they can manipulate the cash
conversion cycle to their benefit. What you want to do is shorten the cash conversion cycle so that your
money is not tied up in the production process any longer than necessary. You can shorten the cash
conversion cycle by reducing the inventory conversion period and the receivables collection period or
extending the time you take to pay your vendors.
Many organizations face financial challenges from time to time, or need financial leadership during
periods of transition: early stage, rapid growth, acquisitions, restructuring or refinancing. With expert
guidance from Gryphon Growth Group you can get control of your finances. We can step in at any time,
identify and solve financial problems, and help guide your company to higher levels of success.
Our approach is simple ‐ we apply our experience with good, old‐fashioned hustle to help our clients
achieve their goals.
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